
Walking Guide 
The Haydau pilgrim route starting at the monastery 
church (1) leads you alongside the west of the 
monestary buildings, through the monestary park and 
cascades, which resemble the “Bergpark 
Wilhelmshöhe” in Kassel. 
Via the stairs (as alternative you can find a barrier-
free way on the left side of the Orangerie), you reach 
the “free nature” through a little gate in the 
monestary walls. 
Here you will have a nice overview of the nursery, 
which is run by the “Baunataler Diakonie”, an 
organisation for people with handicaps. It includes a 
chicken mobile home and a little shop selling the 
freshly grown produce in the old guardhouse. Only a 
few meters ahead you will pass by biogas power plant 
(2). 
From here on you simply follow the straight route 
until you reach the train tunnel on your right(3). 
Cross the tunnel on the grass path and walk to the 
lonely willow with a bench underneath to rest.  
Continue the street to the left and cross the train 
bridge with the picnic spot (4).Alternatively it can be 
reached directly via the bike route. While picnicking 
here, you can already spot the next target: the cross 
on the top of Chapel Hill with a gorgeous view over 
the Fulda valley.(5) Long before the monastery was 
built, a chapel stood in this spot, allegedly built by 
Bonifatius.  
The way back leads once more along the picnic spot 
by following the bike route downhill. On the first 
crossing you take a right in direction to the football 
field and the A-road. When crossing the latter, watch 
out, since cars pass by very fast!  

After reaching the other side of the road safe and 
sound, you will be rewarded with another scenic view 
to your right over the beautiful meadows of 
Geidelbach valley (6).  
Now start your way back to the village.(7) After the 
second car garage you have two options to choose: 
(8)The easier way leads straight ahead to the 
cemetery, the sportier version is to your right, a steep 
uphill path along fields and a little forest until you 
reach the green meadows. Here take a breath to enjoy 
another amazing view to the south over the hill 
chains. On the highest peak (first crossing), turn to 
the left to reach the lookout. (9)You can see the 
entirety of Altmorschen from here.  
The way from here on will lead you straight down, 
crossing an orchard down to the cemetery. On your 
way you potentially find a nice flower or branch to 
take with you to the cemetery. It is possible to enter 
the cemetery through the little fence. As a symbol for 
new life, you are welcome to put the flower / branch 
into the vase on the central stele. (10) It is also 
recommended to pass by the impressive memorial for 
soldiers of World War 2.  
After leaving the cemetery at the exit downhill, the 
route continues to the right and crosses the 
Nürnberger Landstraße at the flower store.  
Continue on the street to the right in direction to 
Eubach. Alongside the timber-framed houses, 
forming the old heart of the village (11) , reminding 
of Johann Sutel (1504 -1574) will be reached. 
Johann Sutel is known as reformer and companion of 
Martin Luther and was born in Morschen.  
Only a few meters further down the old village, the 
old fountain dabbles in front of the old school with 
refreshing natural spring water.(12) If you want to, 
you are very welcome to refill your water bottle here 

to water some plants of the senior gardens at the 
protestant parish centre later on your trip. 
Maybe you also want to – as it is common for many 
fountains- throw a coin into the water- wishing for 
good luck. 
Continue your way to the old church tower, which is 
the only remaining part of the old village church that 
was struck by lightening in the 18th century. (13 ) 
To this day the bell still rings on special occasions or 
to commemorate the death of a resident.  
The route continues on Elzestraße until the crossing 
of Jägerpfad. Follow this way downhill, where you 
can already see the children’s day care and protestant 
parish centre, (14) recently built in 2015. 
The latter hosts barrier free parish rooms, the elderly 
day care and is also home of the local pastor. The 
raised patches and espalier fruits are great examples 
for age-appropriate gardening for elderlies. Its harvest 
will certainly appreciate some of the water you have 
brought from the fountain. 
Passing by the gymnastic hall, dentist, playground 
and the town hall, you will get to the monestary 
terrain again. Here you have reached the end of your 
trip and the last POI: the monastery church.(16) 
 
Bonus walk:  
For those who have not gotten enough yet, it is 
possible to follow the signs from the playground on 
until the street to Heina on the foot walk next to the 
local fire service, by passing by the beverage store. 
You will need to walk for about 200m on the side of 
the street (watch out here!) until you can take a turn 
to the left. From here on the steep uphill part (15a) 
will lead to the plateau. At the end of the street take a 
left to the oak of Bonifatius (15b) and enjoy the 
well-deserved views.  


